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Local-global Galois theory of arithmetic function fields
David Harbater, Julia Hartmann, Daniel Krashen,
Raman Parimala, Venapally Suresh
Abstract
We study the relationship between the local and global Galois theory of function
fields over a complete discretely valued field. We give necessary and sufficient conditions
for local separable extensions to descend to global extensions, and for the local absolute
Galois group to inject into the global absolute Galois group. As an application we
obtain a local-global principle for the index of a variety over such a function field. In
this context we also study algebraic versions of van Kampen’s theorem, describing the
global absolute Galois group as a direct limit of local absolute Galois groups.
1 Introduction
In this paper we relate the local and the global Galois theory of function fields F of curves
over a complete discretely valued field K. Each such curve has a normal projective model X
over the valuation ring T of K. Given a closed point P on X , one can compare the Galois
theory of F to that of the fraction field FP of the complete local ring pRP of X at P . In
particular, is every finite separable extension of FP induced by a finite separable extension
of F ? That is, for every finite separable field extension EP {FP , is there a finite separable
field extension E{F such that E bF FP is isomorphic to EP ? As a related question, is the
homomorphism of absolute Galois groups GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q an inclusion? The answers
turn out to depend on the situation.
We show that the answer to the first question is yes if and only if the residue field k of
T has characteristic zero and the closed fiber X of X is unibranched at P ; and that the
answer to the second question is yes if and only if charpkq “ 0. (See the paragraph preceding
Theorem 2.6 for the terminology.) In [CHHKPS17], we considered a related question: in the
situation as above, let U be a nonempty connected affine open subset of X, and let FU be
the fraction field of the ring pRU of formal functions along U . (See Notation 2.2.) Then is
every finite separable extension of FU induced by a finite separable extension of F ? There
we showed that the answer to that question is always yes, regardless of characteristic. In the
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current paper, we use that to show that the homomorphism GalpFUq Ñ GalpF q is always an
inclusion.
These results raise the question of how GalpF q is related to the groups GalpFP q and
GalpFUq, if we pick a finite set P of closed points P and let U be the set of connected
components of the complement of P inX, such that each element of U is affine. An important
situation is if the reduction graph of X is a tree (see the sentence before Theorem 3.7 for
the definition). Under this hypothesis, we show that GalpF q is a direct limit of local Galois
groups. In particular, in the special case of one unibranched point P and its complement U ,
this gives an analog of van Kampen’s theorem in topology. More generally, without the tree
hypothesis, we obtain a description of GalpF q in terms of groupoids, as well as a description
(via a result of J. Stix) in terms of a maximal subtree of the reduction graph.
As an application of our descent results, we obtain a more explicit version of a local-global
principle that appeared in [CHHKPS17]. That result concerned the index of a variety over
F , and related it to its index over the fields FP and FU . The version that we prove here is
in the equal characteristic zero case, and it relies on the descent results mentioned above.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 concerns the question of descent of
finite separable extensions from FP to F . In Section 2.1 we provide a positive answer if
charpkq “ 0 and X is unibranched at P (Theorem 2.6), but show that there are always
counterexamples if X is not unibranched at P (Remark 2.7(b)). In Section 2.2 we combine
Theorem 2.6 and a result from [CHHKPS17] to obtain an explicit local-global principle for
zero-cycles on varietes over F under the characteristic zero hypothesis (Corollary 2.10). We
show in Section 2.3 that if charpkq “ p ą 0, then there are always degree p separable
extensions of FP that do not descend to extensions of F (Proposition 2.15).
Section 3 concerns the implications for absolute Galois groups. In Section 3.1 we show
that GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q is injective if and only if charpkq “ 0, and that GalpFUq Ñ GalpF q
is always injective (Theorem 3.2). Section 3.2 obtains a van Kampen theorem in a simple
case (Theorem 3.4, for diamonds), with generalizations given in Section 3.3 (Theorem 3.7,
for trees; and Theorem 3.9, in terms of groupoids).
We thank Jean-Louis Colliot-Thélène, Florian Pop, and Jakob Stix for helpful discussions.
We thank the American Institute of Mathematics for helping to facilitate this project with
an AIM SQuaRE. We recently learned that Götz Wiesend once gave a talk that was related
to questions that we are now considering in this paper. We wish that we had had the
opportunity to discuss this with him.
2 Descent of extensions from local to global
2.1 Descent in characteristic zero
As in [HH10], [HHK09], and [HHK15b], we consider the following situation:
Definition 2.1. Let K be a complete discretely valued field with valuation ring T , uni-
formizer t, and residue field k. A semi-global field is a one-variable function field over such
a field K. A normal model of a semi-global field F is a T -scheme X with function field F
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that is flat and projective over T of relative dimension one, and that is normal as a variety.
The closed fiber of X is X :“ Xk.
The following notation will be used throughout this manuscript.
Notation 2.2. Let X be a normal model for a semi-global field F . If P is a (not necessarily
closed) point of the closed fiberX, let RP be the local ring of X at P ; let pRP be its completion
with respect to the maximal ideal mP ; and let FP be the fraction field of pRP . In the case that
P is a closed point of X, the branches of X at P are the height one prime ideals of pRP that
contain t, which we can also regard as the codimension one points of Specp pRP q that lie on the
closed fiber. The localization R℘ of pRP at a branch ℘ is a discrete valuation ring; we write pR℘
for its completion, and F℘ for the fraction field of pR℘. The contraction of ℘ to FP determines
an irreducible component X0 of X, whose generic point η has the property that Fη Ă F℘.
We then say that ℘ lies on X0. Note that the residue field kp℘q :“ pR℘{℘ pR℘ “ R℘{℘R℘ is
isomorphic to the fraction field of pRP {℘, and hence is a complete discretely valued field.
If U is a nonempty connected affine open subset of X, then we write RU for the subring
of F consisting of rational functions that are regular at each point of U . We let pRU be the
t-adic completion of RU ; this completion is the ring of formal functions along U . This is
an integral domain by [HHK15b, Proposition 3.4], and we let FU be the fraction field ofpRU . If P P U Ď U 1, then pRU 1 Ď pRU Ă pRP and FU 1 Ď FU Ă FP . We say that a branch
℘ of X at a closed point P P X lies on U if it lies on a component of the closure U¯ .
The field FU is then contained in F℘. If U as above is affine, then the absolute value on
the complete discretely valued field kp℘q restricts to an absolute value on kpU¯ redq, where
the superscript indicates the underlying reduced scheme. Here kp℘q “ fracp pOU¯ red,P q while
kpU redq “ kpU¯ redq “ fracpOU¯ red,P q, and so kpU
redq is dense in kp℘q under the above absolute
value.
To illustrate the above in a simple case, consider a smooth T -curve X , such as the
projective line over T , and pick a closed point P P X. Let U Ă X be the complement of
P in X, and let ℘ be the unique branch of X at P . We then have containments of fields
F Ă FP ,FU Ă F℘, forming a diamond
F℘
FP
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
FU
``❇❇❇❇❇❇
F
aa❈❈❈❈❈❈❈
==④④④④④④④
with F “ FP X FU (see [HH10, Proposition 6.3]). Given a finite separable field extension of
one of these four fields, we can ask whether it is induced by base change from an extension
of the smaller fields. More generally, we may have more complicated configurations of fields
(see Notation 2.8 below), but we can still ask this question. Note that if a field extension E
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of a larger field is shown to be induced by an étale algebra A over a smaller field, then A is
automatically a (separable) field extension of the smaller field, because it is contained in E.
Along these lines, the following results were proven in [CHHKPS17] (Propositions 2.3 and
2.4 there), in connection with obtaining local-global principles for zero-cycles on varieties over
F . These results in particular concern two of the four edges of the above diamond in the
special case of the above simple example.
Proposition 2.3. Let F be a semi-global field with normal model X and closed fiber X. Let
P be a closed point of X, let ℘ be a branch of X at P , and let E℘ be a finite separable field
extension of F℘, say of degree n. Then there exists a finite separable field extension EP of
FP such that EP bFP F℘ – E℘ as extensions of F℘, and such that EP induces the trivial étale
algebra F‘n℘1 over F℘1 for every other branch ℘
1 at P .
Proposition 2.4. Let F be a semi-global field with normal model X and closed fiber X.
Let U be a nonempty connected affine open subset of X, and let EU be a finite separable
field extension of FU . Then there is a finite separable field extension E of F such that
E bF FU – EU as extensions of FU .
These results raise the question of whether there are analogs with the roles of P and
U interchanged; these would in particular treat the other two edges of the above diamond
in that example. Such analogs of Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 do not hold in general; see
Section 2.3 below for counterexamples. But analogs do hold if charpkq “ 0, where as above
k is the residue field of the complete discretely valued field K:
Proposition 2.5. Let F be a semi-global field over a complete discrete valuation ring with
residue field k, and assume that charpkq “ 0. Let X be a normal model for F with closed
fiber X. Let U Ă X be a nonempty connected affine open subset, and let ℘ be a branch of X
lying on U . Then for every finite separable field extension E℘ of F℘ there is a finite separable
field extension EU of FU such that EU bFU F℘ – E℘ as F℘-algebras. In fact there is a finite
separable field extension E of F such that E bF F℘ – E℘ as F℘-algebras.
Proof. Since F Ă FU Ă F℘, the first assertion follows from the second, by taking EU “
E bF FU . So it suffices to prove the second assertion. By Proposition 2.4, to prove that
assertion it suffices to prove the first assertion for some choice of U on which ℘ lies.
We first deal with the unramified part of the extension. Since F℘ is a complete discretely
valued field, the maximal unramified extension F 1℘ of F℘ contained in E℘ is also a complete
discretely valued field. Moreover E℘ is totally ramified over F
1
℘. Let
pR1℘ be the integral
closure of pR℘ in F 1℘, say with maximal ideal ℘1. The reduction kp℘1q “ pR1℘{℘1 is then a finite
separable field extension of the complete discretely valued field kp℘q “ pR℘{℘ pR℘.
Let X0 be the irreducible component of X on which ℘ lies, and let U be a nonempty
affine open subset of X0 that does not meet any other irreducible component of X and
does not contain the point P at which ℘ is a branch, and such that U red is regular. Since
kpU redq is dense in kp℘q, by Krasner’s Lemma there is a finite separable field extension L of
kpU redq that induces kp℘1q over kp℘q. Thus L “ kpU 1q, where U 1 is a finite branched cover
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of U red. After shrinking U , we may assume that U 1 Ñ U red is étale; i.e., U 1 “ SpecpBq for
some étale algebra B over krU reds whose fraction field is L. By [Gr71, I, Corollaire 8.4], up
to isomorphism there is a unique étale pRU -algebra pR1U that lifts the étale krU reds-algebra
B “ krU 1s.
The base change of pR1U to pR℘ lifts the residue field extension kp℘1q of kp℘q. But by
[Gr71, I, Théorèm 6.1], such a lift to a complete local ring is unique. Hence the pR℘-algebrapR1U b pRU pR℘ is isomorphic to pR1℘, and so pR1U is a domain. Thus F 1U :“ pR1U b pRU FU is a field
that satisfies F 1U bFU F℘ – F
1
℘. This completes the unramified step.
We now turn to the totally ramified part, and work explicitly. With notation as above,
let η1 be the generic point of U 1, let Rη1 be the local ring of pR1U at η1, and let τ P Rη1 Ă F 1U
be a uniformizer for the discrete valuation ring Rη1 . Thus τ is also a uniformizer for the
complete discrete valuation ring pR1℘, which contains Rη. Let pS℘ be the integral closure ofpR1℘ in E℘, or equivalently of pR℘ in E℘. Let r℘ be the maximal ideal of the complete discrete
valuation ring pS℘, and let σ P pS℘ be a uniformizer at r℘.
Now E℘ is totally ramified over F
1
℘ along ℘
1, say of degree n “ rE℘ : F
1
℘s. By the
characteristic zero hypothesis, τ “ σnv for some unit v P pS℘; and the extension of residue
fields kp℘1q “ pR1℘{℘1 Ď pS℘{r℘ is an isomorphism. So the image v¯ P pS℘{r℘ of v P pS℘ may be
regarded as a non-zero element in the complete discretely valued field kp℘1q.
Let C,C 1 be the regular connected projective curves containing U red, U 1, respectively.
Thus C 1 is a branched cover of C; and there is a birational map C Ñ Xred0 which is an
isomorphism over U red. Since ℘ is a branch of X at P , it is also a branch of C at a closed
point Q P C that lies over P P U¯ on X. Moreover ℘1 is a branch of C 1 at a point Q1 that
maps to Q. Also, kp℘q is the fraction field of the complete local ring pOC,Q of C at Q, and
kp℘1q is the fraction field of pOC1,Q1.
Let π¯ P OC1,Q1 Ă kpC
1q be a uniformizer of the local ring of C 1 at Q1. Thus π¯ is also
a uniformizer of the complete local ring pOC1,Q1, which is the valuation ring of kp℘1q. So we
may write v¯ “ π¯ru¯ for some integer r and some unit u¯ P pOC1,Q1. Since OC1,Q1 is π¯-adically
dense in pOC1,Q1, there is a unit w¯ P OC1,Q1 Ă kpC 1q such that w¯ ” u¯ modulo π¯. Thus u¯ “ a¯w¯
for some a¯ ” 1 mod π¯ in pOC1,Q1.
Since the residue field of the complete discrete valuation ring pOC1,Q1 has characteristic
zero, by Hensel’s Lemma there is a unit b¯ P pOC1,Q1 Ă kp℘1q such that b¯n “ a¯. So v¯ “ π¯rw¯b¯n.
Let π, w P Rη1 Ă F
1
U be lifts of π¯, w¯ P kpC
1q “ Rη1{η
1Rη1 , and let b P pR1℘ be a lift of
b¯ P kp℘1q “ pR1℘{℘1. Thus v “ πrwbnc P pS℘, for some c ” 1 mod σ in pS℘. Again by Hensel’s
Lemma, there exists d P pS℘ such that c “ dn. Note that π, w are units in Rη1 and hence inpR1℘; and that b, d are units in pS℘.
Thus τπ´rw´1 P Rη1 Ă pR1℘ is a uniformizer for pR1℘; bdσ is a uniformizer for pS℘; and
pbdσqn “ τπ´rw´1. Since E℘ “ fracppS℘q is of degree n over F 1℘ “ fracp pR℘q, it follows that E℘
is generated over F 1℘ by bdσ; i.e., E℘ – F
1
℘rY s{pY
n ´ τπ´rw´1q. Since τπ´rw´1 P Rη1 Ă F
1
U ,
we may consider the finite separable F 1U -algebra EU “ F
1
U rY s{pY
n ´ τπ´rw´1q. We then
have EU bF 1
U
F 1℘ – E℘, and hence EU is a field. Since F
1
℘ – F
1
U bFU F℘, it follows that
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EU bFU F℘ – E℘, as desired.
The key ingredient in the proof of the next theorem, in addition to the propositions above,
is patching over fields, as in [HH10] and [HHK09]. Recall that a scheme V is unibranched
at a point P if the complete local ring pOV,P has a unique minimal prime; or equivalently,
Specp pOV,P q is irreducible.
Theorem 2.6. Let F be a semi-global field over a complete discrete valuation ring with
residue field k, and assume that charpkq “ 0. Let X be a normal model of F with closed
fiber X. Let P be a closed point of X, and assume that every irreducible component of X
that contains P is unibranched at P . If EP is a finite separable field extension of FP , then
there is a finite separable field extension E of F such that E bF FP – EP as extensions
of FP .
Proof. Choose a finite set P of closed points of X that contains P and also all the points
where distinct irreducible components of X meet; and let U be the set of connected compo-
nents of the complement of P in X. Thus each U P U is affine and meets just one irreducible
component of X. Let UP be the subset of U consisting of those U P U whose closures contain
P ; and let PP be the subset of P consisting of points other than P that lie in the closure of
some element of UP . Blowing up X at the points of PP produces a new model, but does not
change F or FP . After doing so (possibly several times), we may assume that the following
two conditions hold:
(i) If P 1 P PP lies on the closure of U P UP , then U¯ is unibranched at P
1.
(ii) For each P 1 P PP , there is a unique U P UP whose closure contains P
1.
For each branch ℘ at P , E℘ :“ EP bFP F℘ is a finite direct product of finite separable
field extensions E℘,i of F℘. By Proposition 2.5, for each branch ℘ at P and each i, there is
a finite separable field extension EU,i of FU such that EU,i bFU F℘ – E℘,i, where ℘ lies on
U P U . For each U P U whose closure contains P , let EU be the direct product of the fields
EU,i, ranging over i. This is well defined, for each U P UP , because of the assumption on
being unibranched at P . For each branch ℘ along any U P UP , let E℘ “ EU bFU F℘. (For
the branches at P , this agrees with the previous definition of E℘.)
By conditions (i) and (ii), for each P 1 P PP there is a unique U P UP whose closure
contains P 1; and there is a unique branch ℘ at P 1 along U . For such a triple P 1, U, ℘,
applying Proposition 2.3 to each direct factor of E℘ provides a finite étale FP 1-algebra EP 1
such that EP 1 bFP 1 F℘ – E℘ and such that EP 1 bFP 1 F℘1 is the trivial étale F℘1-algebra of
degree n :“ rEP : FP s for every branch ℘
1 at P 1 other than ℘. For every U P U that is not in
UP , let EU be the trivial étale FU -algebra of degree n. Similarly, for every P
1 P P that does
not lie in PP YtP u, let EP 1 be the trivial étale FP 1-algebra of degree n; and for every branch
℘B at a point of P that is not in PP Y tP u, let E℘ be the trivial étale F℘-algebra of degree
n. Then for every branch ℘ at a point P 1 P P lying on some U P U , we have isomorphisms
EP 1 bFP 1 F℘ – E℘ – EU bFU F℘. We then conclude by Theorem 7.1 of [HH10].
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Remark 2.7. (a) The hypothesis that charpkq “ 0 in Proposition 2.5 was used in order
to avoid wild ramification and inseparable residue field extensions; and it was used in
Theorem 2.6 in order to be able to rely on Proposition 2.5. Otherwise the proofs carry
over to characteristic p ą 0. For example, if E℘{F℘ is a Galois field extension of degree
prime to p, then all ramification is tame, and the conclusion of Proposition 2.5 holds.
Similarly, the conclusion of Theorem 2.6 holds for a Galois field extension EP {FP of
degree prime to p, provided that the condition on being unibranched at P is satisfied.
But these two propositions fail in general for wildly ramified extensions, as shown in
Section 2.3.
(b) In Theorem 2.6, the hypothesis on being unibranched is essential. Namely, suppose
instead that ℘1, ℘2 are distinct branches of an irreducible component X0 of X at P ;
these are height one primes in the Noetherian normal domain pRP . By the corollary
in [Bo72, Section VII.3], pRP is a Krull domain; so by [Bo72, Proposition VII.5.9 and
Theorem VII.6.3], there exists f P pRP that is a uniformizer at ℘1 but does not lie in
℘2. Let ℓ be a prime unequal to char k; let EP be the finite separable extension of FP
given by adjoining an ℓ-th root of f ; this is ramified over ℘1 but not over ℘2. Write
E℘i “ EP bFP F℘i. Then E℘1{F℘1 is ramified over ℘1 but E℘2{F℘2 is not ramified over
℘2. Let η be the generic point of X0. A uniformizer of Rη is also a uniformizer of R℘i
for i “ 1, 2. Thus if E{F is a degree ℓ field extension, then Ei :“ E bF F℘i is ramified
over ℘i if and only if E{F is ramified over η. Thus E{F cannot induce both E℘1{F℘1
and E℘2{F℘2 . But EP {FP induces E℘1{F℘1 and E℘2{F℘2 . Then E{F cannot induce
EP {FP .
(c) A result related to Theorem 2.6 was proven in [HS05, Lemma 5.2]. That assertion
was stated in the equal characteristic case, and it permitted the characteristic to be
non-zero. By that result, if a finite Galois extension of kppx, tqq is unramified over
the ideal ptq of krrx, tss, then it is induced by a finite Galois extension of the function
field F “ kpptqqpxq Ă kppx, tqq of the kpptqq-line. Moreover, by a change of variables in
kppx, tqq, the condition on being unramified over ptq can be dropped (see also [HHK13,
Lemma 3.8]); but this makes it impossible to specify F in advance as a subfield of
kppx, tqq, unlike in the above results that restrict to characteristic zero.
2.2 Application to a local-global principle for zero-cycles
As in [HHK09], we also use the following notation:
Notation 2.8. Let F be a semi-global field with normal model X , and let X denote the
closed fiber. Let P be a finite set of closed points of X that meets each irreducible component
of X. We then let U be the set of connected components of the complement of P in X, and
we let B be the set of branches of X at points of P.
Recall that given a variety V over a field k, the index (resp. separable index ) of V is the
greatest common divisor of the degrees of the finite (resp. finite separable) field extensions
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of k over which V has a rational point. This is the same as the smallest positive degree of a
zero-cycle (resp. separable zero cycle) on V .
As in [CHHKPS17], given a collection Ω of overfields of F and an F -scheme Z, we say that
pZ,Ωq satisfies a local-global principle for rational points if the following holds: ZpF q ‰ ∅ if
and only if ZpLq ‰ ∅ for all L P Ω. In particular, we will consider the collection of overfields
ΩX ,P consisting of the overfields FP , FU for P and U as in Notation 2.8.
If Z is a torsor under a connected and rational linear algebraic group over F , then
pZ,ΩX ,Pq satisfies a local-global principle for rational points, for any choice of P and U as
above by [HHK09, Theorem 3.7]; see [CHHKPS17, Corollary 3.10] for a further discussion.
In Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 of [CHHKPS17], we showed:
Proposition 2.9. Let F be a semi-global field with normal model X , and let X be the closed
fiber. Let Z be an F -scheme of finite type, and choose P and U as in Notation 2.8. Assume
that for every finite separable extension E{F , pZE,ΩXE ,PEq satisfies a local-global principle
for rational points, where XE denotes the normalization of X in E and PE denotes the
preimage of P under the normalization map. Then
(a) The prime numbers that divide the separable index of Z are precisely those that divide
the separable index of some ZFξ , where ξ ranges over PYU . In particular, the separable
index of Z is equal to one if and only if the separable index of each ZFξ is equal to one.
(b) If charK “ 0, or if Z is regular and generically smooth, then the assertion also holds
with the separable index replaced by the index.
Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.6 together yield a strengthening of Proposition 2.9 in the
equal characteristic zero case:
Corollary 2.10. In the situation of Proposition 2.9, suppose that charpkq “ 0 and that each
irreducible component X0 of the closed fiber X of X is unibranched at each point P P P on
X0. Then the index of Z divides the product of the indices of ZFξ , for ξ P P Y U .
Proof. First consider field extensions Eξ{Fξ for ξ P P Y U , say of degree dξ, such that ZFξ
has an Eξ-point. By Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.6, there are finite field extensions Aξ{F
of degree dξ that induce Eξ{Fξ, for each ξ. Thus ZpAξbF Fξq “ ZpEξq is nonempty for each
ξ. Let A “
Â
F Aξ, where the tensor product is taken over all ξ P P Y U . Then for each ξ,
ZpA bF Fξq is nonempty. Now A is an étale algebra over F , and so it is the direct product
of finite field extensions Ai{F . Note that
ř
irAi : F s “ dimF pAq “
ś
dξ. Also, for each i,
ZpAi bF Fξq is nonempty for every ξ.
Let Xi be the normalization of X in Ai; this is a normal model of the semi-global field
Ai, equipped with a finite morphism Xi Ñ X . Let Pi, Ui consist of the inverse images of
the elements of P, U under this morphism, respectively. As in Notation 2.5, we then have
associated fields pAiqP 1, pAiqU 1 for P
1 P Pi and U
1 P Ui. For each P P P, AibF FP is the direct
product of the fields pAiqP 1, where P
1 runs over the points of Pi that lie over P ; and similarly
for each U P U . Hence for each ξ1 P Pi Y Ui, ZppAiqξ1q is nonempty. By the local-global
assumption, this implies ZpAiq is nonempty, for each i.
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Let I (resp. Iξ) be the ideal in Z generated by the degrees of closed points on Z (resp. on
ZFξ); or equivalently, generated by the index of Z (resp. of ZFξ). Since
ś
dξ “
ř
irAi : F s
above, it follows that
ś
dξ P I; i.e.
ś
Iξ Ď I. The asserted conclusion follows.
Note that the above bound is not sharp, since by enlarging the set P we can in general
increase the product of the local indices. It seems reasonable to ask whether, under the
above hypotheses, the index of Z is equal to the least common multiple of the indices of ZFξ ,
for ξ P P Y U . We do not know of any counterexamples.
2.3 Failure of descent in characteristic p
Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 fail if charpkq ‰ 0, as shown in Proposition 2.15 below.
First we state a lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let D{L be a finite field extension, and let Λ Ě L be a field in which L is
algebraically closed. If D bL Λ is a Galois field extension of Λ, then D{L is Galois.
Proof. First note that if D bL Λ is Galois, and hence separable, then D{L is separable. LetpD be the Galois closure of D{L, and write G “ Galp pD{Lq and H “ Galp pD{Dq. Since L is
algebraically closed in Λ whereas D and pD are each separable over L, it follows that Λ is
linearly disjoint over L from both D and pD. Let ∆ “ DbL Λ and p∆ “ pDbL Λ Thus p∆ is a
Galois field extension of Λ with Galpp∆{Λq “ G, and Galpp∆{∆q “ H . Since ∆{Λ is Galois,
it follows that H is normal in G; hence D{L is Galois.
Lemma 2.12. Let k2{k1 be a field extension in characteristic p ą 0 such that the algebraic
closure of k1 in k2 is separable over k1, and write Fi “ kipptqq for i “ 1, 2. Let α P k
ˆ
2 , and
let E :“ F2rY s{pY
p´Y ´α{tq. Then E is a degree p Galois field extension of F2. Moreover:
(a) If α is not in k1, then E is not induced by a degree p Galois field extension of F1.
(b) If α is not algebraic over k1, then E is not induced by any degree p field extension of
F1.
Proof. Since F2 is of characteristic p, and since α{t is not of the form c
p ´ c for any c P F2,
it follows that E is a degree p Galois field extension of F2.
For part (a), assume α R k1, and suppose that E is induced by a degree p Galois field
extension of F1. We may then write that extension of F1 as F1rW s{pW
p ´W ´ βq for some
β P F1, with αt
´1 ´ β “ γp ´ γ for some γ P F2. Projecting both sides of this equality onto
the k2-vector subspace of F2 spanned by t
´1, t´p, t´p
2
, . . . , we may assume that β and γ lie in
that subspace. Write β “
řn
i“0 ait
´pi with ai P k1. Then α
pnt´p
n
´ p
řn
i“0 a
pn´i
i qt
´pn “ δp´ δ
for some δ P F2; so α
pn “
řn
i“0 a
pn´i
i P k1. Thus α P k2 is purely inseparable over k1, and
hence lies in k1; a contradiction.
For part (b), assume that α is not algebraic over k1. Let k
1
1 be the algebraic closure of k1
in k2; this is a separable extension of k1 not containing α. Let F
1
1 “ k
1
1pptqq. The algebraic
closure of F 11 in F2 is an unramified extension of complete discretely valued fields with trivial
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residue field extension, and so this extension of F 11 is trivial; i.e., F
1
1 is the algebraic closure
of F1 in F2. If E1{F1 is a degree p field extension such that E1bF1 F2 “ E, then Lemma 2.11
asserts that E1bF1F
1
1 is a Galois field extension of F
1
1. But this field extension induces E{F2.
By applying part (a) to the extension k2{k
1
1, we obtain a contradiction.
Example 2.13. The transcendentality condition in part (b) of Lemma 2.12 is necessary. For
example, let κ be a field of characteristic three; let k1 “ κpxq; and let k2 “ κpuq where u
2 “ x.
Let α “ u, which lies in k2 and is algebraic over k1 but does not lie in k1. Write Fi “ kipptqq
for i “ 1, 2, and let E{F2 be the 3-cyclic Galois extension given by E “ F2rY s{pY
3´Y ´u{tq.
Then E is not induced by a 3-cyclic Galois extension of F1, but it is induced by the degree
three non-Galois extension E0{F1 given by E0 “ F1rW s{pW
3`W 2`W ´ x{t2q. Here E{F1
is an S3-Galois field extension, and E0 is the fixed field of the order two subgroup of S3
generated by the involution taking u to ´u and taking Y to ´Y . As an extension of F1, the
field E0 is generated by the element W “ Y
2.
We will apply Lemma 2.12 in the situation in which k1 is the fraction field of a Dedekind
domain D, and k2 is the fraction field of the completion of D at a maximal ideal. By
Artin’s Approximation Theorem (Theorem 1.10 of [Art69]), the separability hypothesis in
Lemma 2.12 will hold if D is excellent; e.g., if it is the coordinate ring of a curve over a field
of characteristic p. In that same situation, we next prove a mixed characteristic analog of
Lemma 2.12.
Lemma 2.14. Let k1 be the fraction field of a characteristic p excellent Dedekind domain
D; let k2 be the fraction field of the completion pD of D at a maximal ideal m, and let D1 be
the algebraic closure of D in pD. Let R1 Ď R2 be an extension of complete discrete valuation
rings of mixed characteristic p0, pq having residue field extension k2{k1, and let Fi be the
fraction field of Ri. Let x P R1 be an element whose reduction x¯ P k1 is a uniformizer
for D at m, and let g P R2 be an element whose reduction g¯ P k2 lies in pD r D1. Then
E “ F2rY s{pY
p´ gp´xq is a degree p field extension of F2 that is not induced by any degree
p field extension of F1, nor by any degree p Galois extension of the algebraic closure F
1
1 of
F1 in F2.
Proof. It suffices to show that the extension Epζpq{F2pζpq is not induced by any degree p
field extension of F1pζpq, nor by any degree p Galois extension of F
1
1pζpq. So after replacing
Fi by Fipζpq for i “ 1, 2 (which does not change ki), we may assume that ζp P Ri Ă Fi. Now
the residue class f¯ P k2 of f :“ g
p ` x P R2 is not a p-th power because the residue class of
x is not a p-th power there. So f is also not a p-th power in F2, and E is a degree p Galois
field extension of F2 (viz. a Kummer extension).
We claim that for every e P kˆ2 , f¯ e
p does not lie in the algebraic closure k11 of k1 in k2.
Since the residue field of F 11 is k
1
1, the claim implies that frep R F 11 for every re P Fˆ2 . Hence
f P Fˆ2 is not in the same p-th power class as any element of F
1
1. Thus E is not induced
by any degree p Galois field extension of F 11. By Lemma 2.11, E is also not induced by any
degree p field extension of F1.
To prove the claim (and therefore the assertion), suppose otherwise; i.e., f¯ ep P k11 for some
e P kˆ2 . After multiplying e by some non-zero element of D
1, we may assume that f¯ep is equal
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to some element h P D1. Since f “ gp`x, the elements g¯e, e satisfy the polynomial equation
Y
p
1 ` x¯Y
p
2 ´h “ 0 over D
1. By Artin’s Approximation Theorem, D1 is the henselization of D
at m, and there exist elements g¯1, e1 P D1 such that g¯1e1, e1 are solutions to the above equation,
with e1 ‰ 0. So pg¯eqp` x¯ep “ pg¯1e1qp` x¯e1p. If e ‰ e1 then x¯ “ pg¯e´ g¯1e1qp{pe1 ´ eqp, which is
a contradiction since x¯ is not a p-th power in D. So e “ e1 P D1, and g¯p “ ph´ x¯epq{ep P D1,
using that pg¯eqp ` x¯ep “ h. Since D1 is algebraically closed in pD, it follows that g¯ P D1,
which is a contradiction.
Proposition 2.15. Let F be a semi-global field over a complete discrete valuation ring with
residue field k, and assume that char k “ p ą 0. Let X be a normal model for F , and let X
denote its closed fiber. Let P be a closed point of X lying on an irreducible component X0,
let ℘ be a branch of X0 at P , and let U be a nonempty connected affine open subset of X
that meets X0 but does not contain P .
(a) There is a degree p Galois field extension E℘ of F℘ that is not induced by any degree p
field extension of FU , or even a degree p field extension of the algebraic closure of FU
in F℘.
(b) There is a degree p Galois field extension EP of FP that is not induced by any degree
p field extension of F , or even a degree p field extension of the algebraic closure of F
in FP .
Proof. Let η be the generic point of X0, and let F
1
η be the algebraic closure of Fη in F℘.
Note that Fη contains FU since η P U , and so F
1
η contains the algebraic closure of FU in F℘.
We will show the following statement, which implies both parts of the proposition: There is
a degree p Galois field extension EP of FP such that E℘ :“ EP bFP F℘ is a degree p Galois
field extension of F℘ that is not induced by any degree p field extension of F
1
η.
Let rX0 be the normalization of X0 and let r℘ be the branch on rX0 lying over ℘; this is
the unique branch of rX0 at some point rP of rX0 lying over P . The residue field kp℘q of pR℘
at ℘ is also the residue field of R℘ Ă pRP at ℘; it is also the fraction field of the complete
local ring pO rX0, rP of rX0 at rP .
By Artin’s Approximation Theorem (Theorem 1.10 of [Art69]), the henselization OhrX0, rP
of O rX0, rP is algebraically closed in the completion pO rX0, rP . So the algebraic closure of kp rX0q “
kpX0q “ kpηq in kp℘q is the fraction field of O
hrX0, rP , which is separable over kpηq. Let α P kp℘q
be an element that is transcendental over kpX0q; i.e., does not lie in the fraction field ofO
hrX0, rP .
First consider the case in which charK “ p. That is, K is a complete discretely valued
field of equal characteristic p, hence the form kpptqq, with Fη “ kpηqpptqq and F℘ “ kp℘qpptqq.
We will regard kp℘q as contained in R℘, and hence in FP and F℘; and in particular we will
regard α as an element of those fields. Let EP be the degree p Galois field extension of
FP given by adjoining a root of Y
p ´ Y ´ α{t, and let E℘ “ EP bFP F℘. We now apply
Lemma 2.12, taking k1 equal to the algebraic closure of kpηq in kp℘q, taking k2 “ kp℘q, and
taking E “ E℘. The lemma then says that E℘ has the asserted property, and this proves
the result in the equal characteristic case.
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Next, consider the case in which charK “ 0. Let D be the local ring of rX0 at rP , and
let pD “ pO rX0, rP be its completion at the point rP . Let x be an element in the local ring of
X at η whose image x¯ in the residue field kpηq “ kp rX0q is a uniformizer of rX0 at rP . Let
g P R℘ Ă pRP be a lift of α P kp℘q. Then EP “ FP rY s{pY p´gp´x) has the asserted property,
by applying Lemma 2.14, where we take R1 “ pRη, R2 “ pR℘, and E “ E℘ “ EP bFP F℘.
Geometrically, the above proposition asserts in particular that if charpkq “ p ą 0, then
there is a degree p Galois branched cover of Specp pRP q “ Specp pOX ,P q that is not induced by
any degree p branched cover of X .
3 Absolute Galois groups
3.1 Injectivity of local-global maps on Galois groups
Given a finite groupG, a field L, and a separable closure Lsep of L, homomorphisms GalpLq :“
GalpLsep{Lq Ñ G (which we require to be continuous) are in bijection with pairs consisting
of a G-Galois étale L-algebra E{L and an L-algebra homomorphism E Ñ Lsep. Here, an epi-
morphism φ : GalpLq Ñ G corresponds to the G-Galois field extension pLsepqkerpφq{L together
with its inclusion into Lsep. A general homomorphism φ with image H Ď G determines an
H-Galois field extension E0{L. The induced G-Galois étale L-algebra E “ Ind
G
HpE0q is
equipped with a projection map IndGHpE0q Ñ E0, and consequently a map to L
sep given by
E Ñ E0 “ pL
sepqkerpφq Ă Lsep. (For further discussions, see [Gr71, Exp. V] and [KMRT98,
Proposition 18.17].)
Consider an inclusion of fields L Ď E. If we pick a separable closure Esep of E, then
the separable closure of L in Esep is a separable closure Lsep of L in the absolute sense.
There is then an induced group homomorphism between the absolute Galois groups of E
and L; i.e., from GalpEq :“ GalpEsep{Eq to GalpLq :“ GalpLsep{Lq. This is a special case
of the fact that a morphism of pointed schemes pV, vq Ñ pW,wq induces a homomorphism
π1pV, vq Ñ π1pW,wq between their étale fundamental groups. In our situation, there is the
following result about the homomorphism GalpEq Ñ GalpLq:
Lemma 3.1. In the above situation, the map GalpEq Ñ GalpLq induced by the inclusion
Lsep Ď Esep factors as GalpEq։ GalpELsep{Eq ãÑ GalpLq, and its image is GalpE X Lsepq.
Thus the map is injective if and only if Esep “ ELsep, and it is surjective if and only if L is
separably closed in E.
This lemma is a special case of results on Galois categories in [Gr71, Exp. V.6], with the
injectivity and surjectivity assertions respectively following from Corollaire 6.8 and Propo-
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sition 6.9 there. The lemma also follows directly from this diagram of fields and inclusions:
Esep
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
ELsep
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳
❳❳
Lsep
GalprLqE
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
rL :“ E X Lsep
L
Here the fields E and Lsep are linearly disjoint over rL, because rL is separably closed in E;
and so the natural map GalpELsep{Eq Ñ GalprLq is an isomorphism.
In the above situation, if a different separable closure of L had been chosen, along with
some embedding into Esep, then the homomorphism GalpEq Ñ GalpLq would be modified by
conjugation, but the injectivity and surjectivity of GalpEq Ñ GalpLq would not be affected.
We may apply the lemma in the situation of Notation 2.2, to the field extensions F Ñ FP ,
F Ñ FU , FP Ñ F℘, and FU Ñ F℘, where ℘ is a branch of X at P lying on U . We then
obtain:
Theorem 3.2. Let F be a semi-global field, and consider field extensions F Ď FP , FU Ď F℘
as in Notation 2.2. Then the induced maps GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFP q and GalpFUq Ñ GalpF q
between absolute Galois groups are injective. If the branch ℘ lies on U , then the induced
maps GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFUq and GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q are injective if and only if the residue
field k has characteristic zero. The above maps are never surjective.
Proof. The last assertion is immediate from Lemma 3.1, since in each of the corresponding
field extensions, the bottom field is not separably closed in the top field.
By Proposition 2.3, every finite separable extension of F℘ is the compositum of a finite
separable extension of FP with F℘. Thus F
sep
℘ “ F℘F
sep
P . So by Lemma 3.1, GalpF℘q Ñ
GalpFP q is an injection. Similarly, GalpFUq Ñ GalpF q is injective, using Proposition 2.4.
If charpkq “ 0, then Proposition 2.5 implies that GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFUq is injective. If, in
addition, P is a unibranched point of each component of X on which it lies, then Theorem 2.6
implies that GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q is injective.
If charpkq “ 0 but we do not assume that each of these components is unibranched at
P , then by [HHK15a, Proposition 6.2] there exists a finite Galois split cover X 1 Ñ X such
that for each closed point P 1 P X 1 lying over P P X , each irreducible component of the
closed fiber X 1 of X 1 is unibranched at P 1. (Recall from [HHK15a, Section 5] that a degree
n morphism X 1 Ñ X is a split cover if X 1 ˆX Q consists of n copies of Q for every point
Q P X other than the generic point of X .) Every split cover is necessarily étale; and if we
choose a point P 1 P X 1 lying over P then the inclusion FP ãÑ F
1
P 1 is an isomorphism, where
F 1 is the function field of X 1. Since F 1 Ă F 1P 1 and since the extension F
1{F is algebraic, we
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obtain an inclusion of F 1 in the algebraic closure of F in FP . So the map GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q
factors through the inclusion GalpF 1q ãÑ GalpF q. The map GalpFP q Ñ GalpF
1q is injective
by Theorem 2.6 applied to the model X 1; and so GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q is also injective.
For the converse, suppose that char k “ p ą 0. By Proposition 2.15(a), there is a degree p
Galois field extension E℘{F℘ that is not induced by any degree p separable field extension
of the separable closure rFU of FU in F℘. If E℘ Ď F sep℘ is contained in F℘F sepU “ F℘ rF sepU , then
there is a finite Galois extension E{ rFU , say with group G, such that E℘ Ď F℘E. But E
and F℘ are linearly disjoint over rFU , since rFU is separably closed in F℘. So the compositum
F℘E is a Galois field extension of F℘ having group G. Let N “ GalpF℘E{E℘q; this is a
normal subgroup of index p. The fixed field EN is then a degree p separable extension ofrFU that induces E℘. This is a contradiction, showing that actually E℘ is not contained in
F℘F
sep
U . Thus F
sep
℘ is strictly larger than F℘F
sep
U , and hence the map GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFUq is
not injective. Similarly, using the extension EP {FP in Proposition 2.15(b), we deduce that
the map GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q is not injective if char k ‰ 0.
3.2 Van Kampen’s theorem for diamonds
In this section, we prove an analog of van Kampen’s theorem in our context. In the situation
of Notation 2.8, the simplest case is the one in which P,U ,B each contain just one element.
That is, the closed fiber X of the normal model X is irreducible; P consists of a single
unibranched closed point P of X; the unique element U P U is the complement of P in
X; and the element of B is the unique branch ℘ of X at P . Thus F Ă FP ,FU Ă F℘,
and we have a diamond of fields as at the beginning of Section 2.1. In our result, we
express the absolute Galois group of our field F as the amalgamated product of the absolute
Galois groups of FP , FU over that of F℘. This parallels the usual form of van Kampen’s
theorem in topology, which concerns a space S “ S1 Y S2 with S, S1, S2, and S0 :“ S1 X S2
connected, and which expresses the fundamental group of S as the amalgamated product of
the fundamental groups of S1, S2 over that of S0. There, one takes fundamental groups with
respect to a common base point in S0; here we will take absolute Galois groups with respect
to a chosen separable closure of F℘ and corresponding separable closures of F, FP , FU . See
Theorem 3.4. Afterwards, in Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.9, we prove analogous results that
consider more general choices of P,U ,B.
For the proof of our analog of van Kampen’s theorem, it will be convenient to use the
language of torsors. Let L be a field with separable closure Lsep, and let G be a finite group.
As discussed at the beginning of Section 3.1, the group homomorphisms φ : GalpLq “
GalpLsep{Lq Ñ G are in natural bijection with isomorphism classes of pairs consisting of a
G-Galois étale L-algebra E together with an L-algebra homomorphism i : E Ñ Lsep. On
the geometric level, SpecpEq is a G-torsor over L, corresponding to the cohomology class
σ P H1pL,Gq of the cocycle φ P HompGalpLq, Gq “ Z1pL,Gq. (Here G is regarded as a
constant finite group scheme over L, and so the action of GalpLq on G is trivial.) This
torsor over L is geometrically pointed; i.e., it is equipped with a distinguished Lsep-point,
corresponding to the L-algebra map i : E Ñ Lsep. A morphism between two geometrically
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pointed G-torsors over L consists of a morphism of torsors that carries the first base point
to the second. Thus the isomorphism classes of geometrically pointed G-torsors over L
are in natural bijection with HompGalpLq, Gq. Note that there is at most one morphism
(necessarily, an isomorphism) between any two geometrically pointed G-torsors over L, since
a morphism of torsors is determined by the image of a given geometric point. In particular,
a geometrically pointed G-torsor has no non-trivial automorphisms.
Proposition 3.3. Let F be a semi-global field, and let X be the closed fiber of a normal
model X . Assume that P,U ,B as in Notation 2.8 each consist of a single element, P, U, ℘.
Let F sep, F sepP , F
sep
U be the separable closures of F, FP , FU in a fixed separable closure F
sep
℘ of
F℘. Let G be a finite group, and consider geometrically pointed G-torsors over F, FP , FU , F℘
with respect to the above separable closures. Then base change induces a bijection between
(i) the set of isomorphism classes of geometrically pointed G-torsors over F ; and
(ii) the set of pairs consisting of isomorphism classes of geometrically pointed G-torsors
over FP and over FU that induce the same isomorphism class over F℘.
This proposition is the key step in proving our van Kampen theorem for diamonds:
Theorem 3.4. Let F be a semi-global field, and assume that P,U ,B as in Notation 2.8 each
contain just one element. Let F sep, F sepP , F
sep
U be the separable closures of F, FP , FU in a fixed
separable closure F sep℘ of F℘. Then
GalpF q “ GalpFP q ˚GalpF℘q GalpFUq,
the amalgamated product of GalpFP q with GalpFU q over GalpF℘q.
Proof. The theorem asserts that GalpF q is the direct limit of the directed system consisting
of the other three groups, with corresponding diagram
GalpF℘q
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
##●
●●
●●
●●
GalpFP q
##●
●●
●●
●●
GalpFUq
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
GalpF q .
(1)
That is, for every finite group G, the natural map of sets
HompGalpF q, Gq Ñ HompGalpFP q, Gq ˆHompGalpF℘q,Gq HompGalpFUq, Gq
is a bijection. But as noted above, HompGalpF q, Gq is in natural bijection with the set of
isomorphism classes of geometrically pointed G-torsors over F , and similarly for FP , FU , F℘.
So the assertion follows from Proposition 3.3.
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Remark 3.5. (a) If one considers schemes rather than function fields, then the analog of
Theorem 3.4 holds but not that of Theorem 3.2. More precisely, take a nonempty finite
set of closed points of the generic fiber of X ; let Σ be its closure in X ; and let ΣP ,ΣU ,Σ℘
be the pullbacks of Σ from X to Specp pRP q, Specp pRUq, Specp pR℘q respectively. Replacing
GalpF q,GalpFP q,GalpFUq,GalpF℘q in Theorem 3.4 by the fundamental groups of XrΣ,
Specp pRP qrΣP , Specp pRU qrΣU , Specp pR℘qrΣ℘, the analog of Theorem 3.4 holds, by
using formal patching (e.g. [Har03, Theorem 3.2.8]) instead of patching over fields. But
the analog of Theorem 3.2 fails if we let X “ P1krrtss, U “ A
1
k, and Σ “ px “ 0q, with
charpkq “ 0. Namely, yn “ x defines a branched cover of Specp pRUq unramified away
from ΣU , but it is not induced by a branched cover of X rΣ. Thus, as in Lemma 3.1,
the homomorphism π1pSpecp pRUq r ΣU q Ñ π1pX r Σq is not injective. Similarly, if P
is the point x “ 0 on the closed fiber, the map π1pSpecp pRP qrΣP q Ñ π1pX rΣq is not
injective.
(b) The absolute Galois groups GalpF q, GalpFP q, and GalpFUq that arise in Theorem 3.4
have interesting structures. In particular, every finite group is a quotient of each of
these profinite groups. In the case of the group GalpF q, this was shown for F “ Kpxq in
[Har87, Corollary 2.4]; for a more general semi-global field F , the assertion is a special
case of [Pop93, Theorem 2.7]. For the groups GalpFP q and GalpFUq, the assertion is
given by [Lef99, Corollary 3.20]. On the other hand, none of these absolute Galois
groups are free; this is because the fields F, FP , FU each have cohomological dimension
greater than one, and so they are not even projective (see [FJ05, Proposition 11.6.6,
Corollary 22.4.6]). The group GalpF℘q is also not free, because F℘ is a complete
discretely valued field. In general, not every finite group is a quotient of GalpF℘q. For
example, if K “ Cpptqq and F “ Kpxq, with P being the point x “ 0 on the closed
fiber P1
C
of P1K , then F℘ is isomorphic to Cppxqqpptqq, and so the finite quotients of
GalpF℘q are just the metacyclic groups.
Proposition 3.3 follows from patching of G-torsors (or equivalently, of G-Galois étale
algebras; see [HH10, Theorem 7.1]) combined with the fact that a geometrically pointed
G-torsor has no non-trivial automorphisms. Below we prove a more general result, Propo-
sition 3.6, which will be used in obtaining variants of Theorem 3.4 in the next section, and
which concerns torsors that are equipped with a family of geometric points, rather than just
one such point. More precisely, let L be a field and G a finite group. Let S “ tLsusPS be
a nonempty indexed set of separable closures Ls of L. Define an S -multipointed G-torsor
over L to be a pair pZ, tQsusPSq, where Z is a G-torsor over L, and Qs : SpecpLsq Ñ Z
is an L-morphism for each s P S, i.e., an Ls-point of Z. A morphism of S -multipointed
G-torsors is a morphism of the underlying torsors that carries the chosen geometric points
of the first torsor to the corresponding points of the second. Write T SG pLq for the category
of S -multipointed G-torsors over L. Since the indexed set S is nonempty, the objects in
this category have no non-trivial automorphisms, and between any two objects there is at
most one morphism (necessarily an isomorphism); in the terminology of [Stacks, Tag 02XZ],
one says that T SG pLq is a setoid.
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Let F be a semi-global field, and let P,U ,B be as in Notation 2.8. For each branch ℘ P B,
choose a separable closure F sep℘ of F℘, and let S℘ denote the singleton set consisting of F
sep
℘ .
If a branch ℘ lies on U P U at P P P, then we let F sepU p℘q (respectively F
sep
P p℘q) denote the
separable closure of FU (resp. FP ) in F
sep
℘ . Let SU (respectively SP ) denote the indexed
collection of fields of the form F sepU p℘q (resp. F
sep
P p℘q), where ℘ ranges over the branches on
U (resp. at P ). Finally, let F sepp℘q denote the separable closure of F in F sep℘ and let S
denote the indexed collection of fields tF sepp℘qu℘PB. We define product categories
T
U
G “
ź
UPU
T
SU
G pFUq, T
P
G “
ź
PPP
T
SP
G pFP q, T
B
G “
ź
℘PB
T
S℘
G pF℘q.
The natural inclusions of fields F sepp℘q Ă F sepU p℘q,F
sep
P p℘q Ă F
sep
℘ induce functors
T
S
G pF q ÝÑ T
U
G ,T
P
G ÝÑ T
B
G .
Recall that if αi : Ci Ñ C0 are functors (i “ 1, 2), the 2-fiber product category C1 ˆC0 C2
(with respect to α1, α2) is the category whose objects are triples pV1, V2, φq consisting of
objects Vi P Ci and an isomorphism φ : α1pV1q Ñ α2pV2q in C0. A morphism from pV1, V2, φq to
pV 11 , V
1
2 , φ
1q is a pair of morphisms fi : Vi Ñ V
1
i in Ci (i “ 1, 2) such that φ
1˝α1pf1q “ α2pf2q˝φ.
Proposition 3.6. The above functors induce an equivalence of categories
T
S
G pF q Ñ T
U
G ˆT BG T
P
G ,
where the right hand side is a 2-fiber product of categories. The isomorphism classes of objects
in the category on the right hand side are in natural bijection with the (1-)fiber product of
isomorphism classes of objects in the respective categories.
Note that Proposition 3.3 is a special case of the second assertion in this proposition.
Proof. The second assertion follows from the first since all the categories involved are setoids.
For the first assertion there are two steps.
Step 1: Essential surjectivity.
An object of the right hand side of the map in the statement of the theorem corresponds to
the following data: G-torsors ZP “ SpecpEP q, ZU “ SpecpEUq, Z℘ “ SpecpE℘q for all P P P,
U P U , ℘ P B; together with associated points ζ℘ P Z℘pF
sep
℘ q and ζξp℘q P ZξpF
sep
ξ p℘qq for ℘ a
point at (or on) ξ P P YU ; such that for each pair ξ, ℘ as above there exists an isomorphism
(necessarily unique) of G-torsors pZξqF℘ Ñ Z℘ that takes ζξp℘q to ζ℘. Thus we obtain a
patching problem of G-torsors, or equivalently of G-Galois algebras, which has a solution
that is unique up to isomorphism (by [HH10, Theorem 7.1]); viz., a G-torsor Z “ SpecpEq
over F that induces each of the torsors ZP , ZU , Z℘ compatibly. If ℘ is a branch at P on
U , the points ζP,℘, ζU,℘, ζ℘ correspond to F -homomorphisms EP Ñ F
sep
P p℘q Ă F
sep
℘ , EU Ñ
F
sep
U p℘q Ă F
sep
℘ , E℘ Ñ F
sep
℘ such that the first two are restrictions of the third. These
homomorphisms thus restrict to a common F -homomorphism i℘ : E Ñ F
sep
℘ . Since E is a
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finite étale F -algebra, the image of i℘ lies in F
sepp℘q, the separable closure of F in F sep℘ . It
follows that the pair pZ, ti℘u℘PBq maps to the isomorphism class of our initially chosen object.
Step 2: Full faithfulness.
Since the categories in question are setoids, we need only check that objects that become
isomorphic under our functor were isomorphic to start with.
Consider two objects pZ, tisusPSq, pZ
1, ti1susPSq from the left hand side. Since they have
isomorphic images, the induced objects on the right hand side are isomorphic as multipointed
G-torsors; i.e., for each ξ P P YU YB there is a (unique) torsor isomorphism jξ : ZFξ Ñ Z
1
Fξ
that carry the base points of each ZFξ to the base points of Z
1
Fξ
. The jξ are compatible, by
uniqueness. Hence they define an isomorphism of G-torsor patching problems; and by [HH10,
Theorem 7.1], this isomorphism is induced by a unique G-torsor isomorphism j : Z Ñ Z 1.
Necessarily, j takes the base points of Z to those of Z 1, since jξ takes the base points of
ZFξ to those of Z
1
Fξ
, and since in each case the geometric points are in bijection with G. So
pZ, tisusPSq, pZ
1, ti1susPSq are isomorphic as multipointed G-torsors.
3.3 Van Kampen’s theorem for general reduction graphs
In this section we prove variants on Theorem 3.4 in which the sets P,U ,B in Notation 2.8
can consist of more than one element, and so the configuration of fields need not be a
diamond. The simplest generalization would assert that GalpF q is the direct limit of the
system of absolute Galois groups GalpFξq for ξ P PYUYB, with respect to homomorphisms
GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFP q and GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFUq whenever ℘ is a branch at P on U . Here
the absolute Galois groups are taken with respect to a suitable choice of separable closures
F sep of F and F sepξ of Fξ for ξ P P Y U Y B. For GalpF q to be the direct limit, we would
need homomorphisms GalpFξq Ñ GalpF q for all ξ P P Y U Y B such that the compositions
GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFP q Ñ GalpF q and GalpF℘q Ñ GalpFUq Ñ GalpF q agree.
By the discussion at the beginning of Section 3, such group homomorphisms would be
induced by a choice of separable closures F sep, F sepξ , F
sep
℘ for ξ P PYU , ℘ P B, such that F
sep
is the separable closure of F in F sepξ for every ξ P PYUYB, and F
sep
ξ is the separable closure
of Fξ in F
sep
℘ for every branch ℘ P B on (or at) ξ P PYU . We call this a compatible system of
separable closures; and it then makes sense to ask whether the van Kampen assertion holds.
The next result provides a necessary and sufficient condition for such a generalized van
Kampen theorem to hold, in terms of the reduction graph associated to the sets P,U ,B.
(As in [HHK14, Section 2.1.1], the reduction graph associated to these sets is the connected
bipartite graph whose vertices are the elements of P Y U and whose edges are the elements
of B, where an edge ℘ connects two vertices P, U if ℘ is a branch at P lying on U .)
Theorem 3.7. Let X be a normal model for a semi-global field F , and let P,U ,B be as in
Notation 2.8. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The associated reduction graph is a tree.
(ii) There is a compatible system of separable closures of the fields F and Fξ for ξ P P,U ,B.
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(iii) GalpF q is the direct limit of the groups GalpFξq for ξ P P YU YB with respect to some
compatible system of separable closures.
Under these equivalent conditions, GalpF q is the direct limit of the groups GalpFξq for ξ P
P Y U Y B with respect to any given compatible system of separable closures.
Proof. Throughout this proof, the letter Γ will denote the associated reduction graph. To
show that (i) implies (ii), we construct these separable closures inductively, using that the
reduction graph Γ is a tree. Namely, consider a subtree T of Γ, let ξ0 P P YU be a terminal
vertex of T , and let ℘0 P B be the edge connecting ξ0 to the rest of T , which we call T
1.
Suppose that we have compatible separable closures F sepξ associated to the vertices and edges
ξ of T 1. Let ξ1 P P Y U be the other vertex of the edge ℘0; this is a vertex of T
1. Choose a
separable closure F sep℘0 of F℘0 that contains F
sep
ξ1
. (For example, take any separable closure of
the field pF℘0 bFξ1 F
sep
ξ1
q{m, where m is a maximal ideal.) Then take F sepξ0 to be the separable
closure of Fξ0 in F
sep
℘0
. Since F sepξ1 is the separable closure of Fξ1 in F
sep
℘0
, it follows that the
separable closure of F in F sep℘0 is the same as the separable closure of F in F
sep
ξ1
. But the
latter is the same as the separable closure of F in F sep℘ , where ℘ P B is any branch at (or
on) ξ1, and that field is F
sep. So this system of separable closures on the vertices and edges
of T is compatible, thus completing the induction, and showing that (i) implies (ii).
Next, we show that with respect to any given compatible system of separable closures
F sep and F sepξ , GalpF q is the direct limit of the groups GalpFξq. This will show that (ii)
implies both (iii) and the stronger condition in the last part of the assertion. For this, note
that given this compatible system, the construction preceding Proposition 3.6 yields indexed
sets SP ,SU ,S of separable closures of FP , FU , F respectively, for P P P and U P U . For
any given ξ P P Y U , the fields F sepξ p℘q in the indexed set Sξ are each just the field F
sep
ξ
of the previous paragraph; and similarly all of the fields in the indexed set S are just the
above field F sep. A geometrically pointed G-torsor over F (with respect to F sep) is the
same as an S -pointed G-torsor pZ, tQsusPSq such that the morphisms Qs : SpecpF
sepp℘qq Ñ
Z are all the same morphism SpecpF sepq Ñ Z. The corresponding statements hold for
each FP , FU , F℘. Let T¯
S
G pF q denote the full subcategory of T
S
G pF q whose objects are the
geometrically pointed G-torsors over F under the above identification. Similarly, we define
full subcategories T¯ UG , T¯
P
G , and T¯
B
G of the product categories T
U
G , T
P
G , and T
B
G defined
in the discussion leading up to Proposition 3.6. Under the equivalence of categories given
in Proposition 3.6, an object in T SG pF q is sent to an object in T¯
U
G ˆT¯ BG T¯
P
G if and only
if it is an object in T¯ SG pF q, since the reduction graph is connected. Thus the equivalence
of categories in Proposition 3.6 restricts to an equivalence T¯ SG pF q Ñ T¯
U
G ˆT¯ BG T¯
P
G . As
in Proposition 3.6, isomorphism classes of objects in T¯ UG ˆT¯ BG T¯
P
G are in natural bijection
with the (1-)fiber product of isomorphism classes of objects in the respective categories. So
the desired assertion now follows from the natural bijection between HompGalpF q, Gq and
isomorphism classes of geometrically pointed G-torsors.
It remains to show that (iii) implies (i). Suppose to the contrary that the reduction graph
Γ is not a tree. We claim that that there is a non-trivial finite Galois field extension E{F
with Galois group G that induces the trivial extension over each FP and each FU , for P P P
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and U P U . Once this is shown, the corresponding non-trivial map GalpF q Ñ G induces the
trivial maps GalpFξq Ñ G for ξ P P Y U . But those trivial maps are also induced by the
trivial map GalpF q Ñ G. So GalpF q does not have the universal property for direct limits.
This shows that it suffices to prove the claim.
To do this, first assume that the set P contains all the points where the closed fiber X
is not unibranched. By [HHK15a, Proposition 6.2], since Γ is not a tree (and thus has a
non-trivial covering space), there exists a non-trivial finite connected split cover Y Ñ X .
Let E{F be the corresponding finite separable field extension. By [HHK15a, Corollary 5.5],
this split cover induces trivial extensions of each Fξ, for ξ P P Y U ; hence E{F satisfies the
conditions of the claim.
If we do not make the above assumption on the set P, then the proof of [HHK15a,
Proposition 6.2] still shows that the finite connected covering spaces of Γ are in bijection
with the split covers of X that induce trivial extensions of each Fξ. So again, since Γ has
non-trivial covering spaces, there exists a non-trivial finite connected split cover Y Ñ X
that is trivial over each Fξ; and the corresponding field extension E{F again satisfies the
conditions of the claim.
Thus, in the context of Notation 2.8, the absolute Galois group of F is the direct limit
of the absolute Galois groups of the fields FP , FU , F℘ with respect to a compatible system of
separable closures if the reduction graph is a tree, but not otherwise. We now consider the
case where the reduction graph is not a tree, and state a van Kampen theorem in terms of
groupoids rather than groups, to avoid this limitation. This assertion parallels a result in
topology that generalizes the usual van Kampen theorem to the case in which the intersection
is allowed to be disconnected, doing so in terms of groupoids (see [Br06], Section 6.7). Our
approach here is also motivated by the use of fundamental groupoids of schemes in [Gr71,
V.7]; there, as in the topological context, one uses a collection of base points, rather than
just one point. In this way we can avoid the problem that in general there is no compatible
system of separable closures (cf. Theorem 3.7).
Recall that a groupoid is a category in which every homomorphism is an isomorphism.
Groups can be viewed as groupoids, by associating to each group G the groupoid BG con-
sisting of one object, and with the morphisms corresponding to the elements of G. If L is a
field, and S “ tLsusPS is a nonempty indexed set of separable closures of L, then we may
consider the absolute Galois groupoid π1pL,S q of L with respect to S . Its objects are the
elements of S, and its morphisms are isomorphisms between the corresponding separable
closures of L. (Here π1pL,S q can be viewed as the fundamental groupoid π1pSpecpLq,S q
of SpecpLq with respect to the indexed set of base points S ; cf. [Gr71, V.7] and [Br06,
Section 6.7].) This groupoid is small (i.e., is a small category) since S is a set.
If Lsep is a separable closure of a field L, and we write GalpLq “ GalpLsep{Lq, then for each
finite group G we have a natural bijection between the objects of HompBGalpLq, BGq and
the elements of HompGalpLq, Gq. As discussed at the beginning of Section 3.2, this latter set
is in natural bijection with the set of geometrically pointed G-torsors over L; i.e., the set of
isomorphism classes of pairs pZ, iq, where Z “ SpecpEq is a G-torsor over L and i : E Ñ Lsep
is an L-algebra map, and where i corresponds to a choice of a distinguished Lsep-point on
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Z. This bijection can be extended to the context of groupoids, using multipointed torsors
(with notation as in the discussion leading up to Proposition 3.6):
Lemma 3.8. Let L be a field, S “ tLsusPS an indexed set of separable closures of L, and
G a finite group. Then the set Hompπ1pL,S q, BGq is in natural bijection with the set of
isomorphism classes of S -multipointed G-torsors pZ, tisusPSq in T
S
G pLq.
Proof. First, consider the isomorphism class of pZ, tisusPSq as above, where Z “ SpecpEq,
For each s P S, let ζs P ZpLsq be the Ls-point corresponding to is : E Ñ Ls. For s P S,
the restricted multipointed torsor pZ, tisuq defines an element fs P HompGalpLs{Lq, Gq “
Hompπ1pL, tLsuq, BGq. Given s, s
1 P S, each L-algebra isomorphism α : Ls1 Ñ Ls induces a
bijection Zpαq : ZpLs1q Ñ ZpLsq; and there is a unique gα P G such that Zpαqpζs1q “ ζs ¨ gα.
Note that gα “ fspαq if s
1 “ s. It is then straightforward to check that there is a morphism
f P Hompπ1pL,S q, BGq given by fpαq “ gα as above for all s, s
1 and α : Ls1 Ñ Ls; and that
for s P S, the restriction of f to GalpLs{Lq is fs. This defines one direction of the bijection.
For the opposite direction, we begin by picking some s0 P S; and for every s P S we
pick an L-algebra isomorphism αs : Ls0 Ñ Ls, with αs0 being the identity automorphism
of Ls0 . This induces a conjugation map cαs : GalpLs0{Lq Ñ GalpLs{Lq, sending σ to
αsσα
´1
s . Say f P Hompπ1pL,S q, BGq. Then for every s P S, f restricts to an element
fs P Hompπ1pL, tLsuq, BGq “ HompGalpLs{Lq, Gq, corresponding to the isomorphism class
of a G-torsor Zs “ SpecpEsq over L together with an L-homomorphism is : Es Ñ Ls; here
is corresponds to an Ls-point ζs on Zs. Write Z “ Zs0, E “ Es0 , and ζ “ ζs0, and for
each s let Zpαsq : ZpLs0q Ñ ZpLsq be the map induced by αs. Since f is a morphism,
the two maps fs0 , fscαs P Hompπ1pL, tLs0uq, BGq “ HompGalpLs0{Lq, Gq differ by conju-
gation by fpαsq P G. So there is a unique isomorphism αs˚ : Z Ñ Zs of G-torsors over
L that carries Zpαsqpζq P ZpLsq to ζs ¨ fpαsq P ZspLsq. We then obtain a multipointed
torsor pZ, tisusPSq, where is : E Ñ Ls is the homomorphism corresponding to the Ls-point
α´1s˚ pζsq “ Zpαsqpζq ¨ fpαsq
´1 on Z. In this way, for each f we obtain the isomorphism
class of a multipointed torsor pZ, tisusPSq. It is straightforward to check that this associa-
tion is independent of the choices of s0 and αs, and is inverse to the one in the previous
paragraph.
Note that since there is at most one morphism between any two objects of T SG pLq, the
above lemma yields an equivalence of categories Hompπ1pL,S q, BGq – T
S
G pLq, if we regard
the set Hompπ1pL,S q, BGq as a category with all arrows being identities.
In the context of the discussion leading up to Proposition 3.6, we may take the disjoint
union groupoid
š
PPP π1pFP ,SP q, whose objects and morphisms are the disjoint unions of
the objects and morphisms of the groupoids π1pFP ,SP q, for P P P. Similarly we may takeš
UPU π1pFU ,SUq and
š
℘PB π1pF℘,S℘q. We then have a commutative diagram of groupoids,
which generalizes diagram (1) in Section 3.2, and in which the arrows induce bijections on
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the (finite) sets of objects of the four categories:
š
π1pF℘,S℘q
ww♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
š
π1pFP ,SP q
''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
š
π1pFU ,SU q
ww♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
π1pF,S q
(2)
Here, the commutativity assertion is that the two vertical compositions give the same (not
just equivalent) maps on objects, and on morphisms.
We now obtain a van Kampen-type theorem in terms of groupoids, which generalizes
Theorem 3.4, and parallels the topological van Kampen result [Br06, 6.7.2] for groupoids:
Theorem 3.9. The above diamond is a pushout diagram of small groupoids, in the sense
that for every small groupoid G, the natural map of sets
Hompπ1pF,S q,Gq Ñ Homp
ž
π1pFP ,SP q,Gq ˆHompšpi1pF℘,S℘q,Gq Homp
ž
π1pFU ,SUq,Gq
is a bijection. For any element of S, corresponding to a separable closure F sep of F , the
absolute Galois group GalpF sep{F q of F is the automorphism group of that object in this
groupoid.
Proof. The last assertion is immediate from the main assertion. The proof of the main
assertion begins with several reduction steps.
First note that the category π1pF,S q is connected (viz. there is a morphism between
each pair of objects in this category), because any two separable closures of a field L are
L-isomorphic. So we may assume that G is connected, by treating each connected component
separately.
Second, we reduce to the case that G has just one object, i.e., it is of the form BG for
some group G. Pick an object t0 in G, and for every object t in G pick an isomorphism
jt : t0 Ñ t, with jt0 being the identity on t0. Let G “ Autpt0q, so that BG is the full
subcategory of G whose unique object is t0. Define a functor J : G Ñ BG by taking every
object in G to the object t0 of BG, and taking every morphism α P Hompt, t
1q in G to the
morphism j´1t1 αjt P Endpt0q in BG. Now given an element pφP , φUq in the right hand side of
the above map of sets, by composing with J we obtain an element pJφP , JφUq in
Homp
ž
π1pFP ,SP q, BGq ˆHompš pi1pF℘,S℘q,BGq Homp
ž
π1pFU ,SUq, BGq.
Once we prove the result for maps to groupoids that have just one object, we have that
there is a unique rφ P Hompπ1pF,S q, BGq that induces pJφP , JφUq. Define the functor
φ : π1pF,S q Ñ G by taking each object ℘ P B “ Objpπ1pF,S qq to φPp℘q “ φUp℘q, for ℘
a branch at P on U (so that ℘ is also an object in π1pFP ,SP q and in π1pFU ,SUq, which
allows us to apply φP and φU); and taking each morphism α : ℘ Ñ ℘
1 (i.e., each F -algebra
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isomorphism α : F sepp℘q Ñ F sepp℘1q) to jφp℘1qrφpαqj´1φp℘q : φp℘q Ñ φp℘1q. Then φ is the unique
element in Hompπ1pF,S q,Gq that maps to pφP , φUq. This establishes the desired bijection
and completes this reduction step.
Third, since the set of objects in each of the groupoids in the diamond is finite, and since
the automorphism group of each object is profinite, it suffices to prove the result in the case
that G “ BG for G a finite group. We now assume that we are in that case.
By Lemma 3.8, we may identify
Homp
ž
π1pFP ,SP q, BGq “
ź
Hompπ1pFP ,SP q, BGq
with the set of isomorphism classes of objects in T PG , and similarly for B,U ; and we may
identify Hompπ1pF,S q, BGq with the set of isomomorphism classes in T
S
G pF q. The result
therefore follows from Proposition 3.6.
Following [Sti06], we can also describe the absolute Galois group GalpF sep{F q of F more
explicitly, by making a choice of maximal tree T in the reduction graph Γ of pX ,Pq. The
vertices of T are the same as those of Γ, and are indexed by PYU . For any two vertices v1, v2
of Γ, there is a unique minimal path in T from v1 to v2, and this provides an isomorphism
between the fundamental groups π1pΓ, viq for i “ 1, 2. These groups can also be identified
with the fundamental group of Γ with respect to T as a “base point”; or equivalently, the
fundamental group of the graph Γ{T obtained from Γ by contracting T to a single vertex.
The graph Γ{T has just one vertex, and its edges are in bijection with the edges of Γ that do
not lie in T . This fundamental group is thus free of finite rank, with generators e℘ indexed
by those branches ℘ P B that correspond to the edges of Γ{T . In this situation, Corollary 3.3
of [Sti06] gives:
Proposition 3.10. Let F be a semi-global field, and let P, U , B be as in Notation 2.8. For
each ξ P P Y U and a branch ℘ P B at ξ, choose an inclusion j¯ξ,℘ : F
sep
ξ ãÑ F
sep
℘ extending
the given inclusions jξ,℘ : Fξ Ă F℘, and inducing homomorphisms α℘,ξ : GalpF
sep
℘ {F℘q “:
GalpF℘q Ñ GalpF
sep
ξ {Fξq “: GalpFξq. Choose a maximal tree T in the reduction graph Γ;
thus the profinite completion pπ1pΓ, T q is the free profinite group with generators e℘ indexed
by the edges of Γ that do not lie in T . Let e℘ “ 1 P pπ1pΓ, T q for each ℘ P B that is an edge
of T . Then the absolute Galois group of F is isomorphic to the quotient of the free product
˚ξPPYU GalpFξq˚pπ1pΓ, T q by the relations α℘,Upgq “ e℘α℘,P pgqe´1℘ for all triples P, U, ℘ where
℘ P B is a branch at P P P on U P U , and all g P GalpF℘q.
Note that the situation considered in [Sti06] involved a connected simplicial complex
of dimension at most two with associated groups and group homomorphisms associated to
boundary maps. This abstract situation is applied there to categories with descent data.
But while some descent categories involve self-intersections (e.g. U ˆX U Ñ X for the étale
topology on X), patching provides a descent context without such self-intersections. As a
result, the abstract framework described in [Sti06] simplifies in our situation, and it suffices
to consider one-dimensional simplicial complexes, viz. graphs, as above.
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Note also that if Γ is a tree, and if compatible separable closures F sep, F sepξ , F
sep
℘ are
chosen as in Theorem 3.7, then the above description of GalpF q simplifies to the description
given there.
It would be interesting to show that Proposition 3.10 can be deduced from Theorem 3.9.
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